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AAHomecare Recommendations for Competitive Bidding Reform 

On March 23, 2017, AAHomecare submitted a letter to the Department of Health and Human Services Secretary Tom 

Price to share the top six reform recommendations for the DMEPOS competitive bidding program. These proposals 

have been shared with additional staff at HHS, CMS, and Congressional offices.  

1. Use market clearing price to determine Single Payment Amount (SPA) for any item included in 
competitive bidding. The current use of median bids distorted bid pricing because lowball bidders 
are guaranteed a contract. CMS should adopt the clearing price as the SPA which blunts incentives 
for lowball bidding.  
 

2. Use historical claims data to determine supplier capacity. CMS must use historical claims data to 
determine capacity of bidding suppliers.   Suppliers with little to no claims history for a CBA and/or 
product category should be assigned a zero capacity in calculating winning bidders and their bid 
pricing should not be included in calculating the SPAs. 
 

3. Increase transparency of the competitive bidding program. Suppliers have no assurance that CMS 
uses the same standards for each competition across CBAs or that CMS applies the same standards 
uniformly to all suppliers in the same bid pool. CMS should explicitly articulate the standards/criteria 
CMS uses to select winning bidders.  
 

4. Reform competitive bidding product categories. The current structure of competitive bidding 
product categories is too broad. CMS should reform competitive bidding product categories to 
enhance beneficiary access to quality goods and services. 

 
5. Apply uniform payment rules for transitioning DMEPOS competitive bidding beneficiaries. 

Different rules apply for contract suppliers who accept beneficiaries from another contracted 
supplier as opposed to a non-contracted supplier. The burden is the same and there is no apparent 
rationale for the different rules. CMS should revise the payment rules to allow contract suppliers 
that accept beneficiaries who change suppliers to receive additional rental payments whether the 
beneficiary is switching from a non-contracted supplier, or from another contract supplier. 
 

6. Remove CMS’ authority to move forward with Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) and 

Standard Power Mobility Devices (PMD) bundled payments. Bundling diminishes access for 

beneficiaries with specific individual needs and there is no authority that allows CMS to use 

competitive bidding to create new equipment categories like bundled bidding. CMS should repeal 

42 CFR §414.409 which established bundled bidding programs for CPAP and PMD. 


